FROM The Mother Jones Collective
REGARDING John Shaw

About three weeks ago, two individuals visited the Mother Jones house on 1923 Frederick Avenue. While they were there, one of them confronted a member of the collective, John Shaw and asked him questions about where they had met previously. He then pulled one of us aside and said that Shaw was a "Maryland P.B.I." agent, that Shaw had once shown his badge.

Members of the collective immediately began to investigate the charges against Shaw.

On Shaw's next visit to the collective, he confronted people about whether they had investigated the "things" which the visitor brought up. Although at first we told Shaw that we didn't feel the need to investigate the charges, he sensed that things were going on and we told him that the investigation was being conducted.

Shaw was angry. He said people were not treating him right and eventually told a member of the collective that he would be leaving for Colorado and that his phone would be disconnected soon. He said that he was selling his car. A comrade heard a message that "John Shaw needs riders to Colorado" on WAYE radio. He never came to another collective meeting or Political Education class since the time that suspicions were first uncovered. When asked by a collective member to meet elsewhere and discuss the recent happenings, he refused.

ADDRESS:
We do not know where Shaw lives. He was picked up once by another collective member near a swimming pool one block from N. Rolling Rd. on Frederick Rd. He says he rents a room in a house and pays for room and board.

CAR:
He drives a 1967 light green Ford Mustang convertible with a black top and white wall tires. He also has a Honda 450 Bike (new), blue. His helmet is white and identical to a cop helmet.

HISTORY:
He claims to have have been in the Air Force from 1966 to 1970, June. A member of the collective at one time saw his papers or release from the Air Force. He enlisted and spent time in Spain, England and Nam. He claims he was in demolitions work. He claims he is from Baltimore city, is an orphan and was raised by friends of the family since the time his parents were killed in a car accident.